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Abstract- Frequent itemset mining leads to the discovery of associations and correlations
among items in large transactional data sets. The discovery of interesting correlation
relationships among huge amounts of business transaction records can help in many business
decision-making processes, such as cross-marketing and customer shopping behavior
analysis. Associated and correlated items are placed in the neighboring shelf to raise their
purchasing probability in a super shop. Therefore, the mining combined association rules
with correlation can discover frequently correlated, associated-correlated and independent
patterns synchronously, that are extraordinarily useful for making everyday’s business
decisions. Since, the existing algorithms for mining correlated patterns did not consider the
overhead of ‘null transactions’ during the mining operations; these algorithms fail to provide
faster retrieval of useful patterns incrementally; besides, memory usages also increase
exponentially. In this paper, we proposed an efficient algorithm namely ‘IACAI’ for mining
above mentioned four kinds of patterns by removing so called ‘null transactions’; by which
not only possible to save precious computation time but also speeds up the overall mining
process. Comprehensive experimental results show that the technique developed in this paper
are feasible for mining large incremental transactional databases in terms of time, memory
usages, and scalability.
Keywords: Associated patterns, correlated patterns, associated-correlated patterns,
independent patterns, incremental transactional database, null transactions, market
basket analysis.

1 Introduction
Data mining is defined as the process of discovering significant and potentially useful patterns in large
volume of data. One objective of association rule mining is to discover correlation relationships among
a set of items. One difficulty is how to select a proper interestingness measure that can effectively
evaluate the associated degree of patterns, as there is still no universally accepted best measure for
judging interesting patterns [6]. The well-known algorithm for finding association rules in large
transaction databases is Apriori [12]. On the other hand, correlation mining is much more effective
because of the large number of correlation relationships among various kinds of items. However, an
independent pattern might have a much more probability than a correlated pattern to be a novel paired
or grouped items even if they have the same support for the sake of the downward closure property of
independence [1, 13]. In the recent market the concept of super shop is very popular among the
peoples since, these shops keep almost everything according to customers preferences and very often
these super shops has lots of branch around a country so, the number of transaction and purchase is
huge; hence to predict e-shoppers or customer’s purchase behavior changes with times. An
organization’s management first identifies target e-shoppers who share similar preferences for products
and looks for those products that target e-shoppers are most likely to purchase. The purchase
transactional records of e-shopper are used to build e-shoppers’ profile describing his or her likes and
dislikes. A set of e-shoppers known as neighbors who have exhibited

similar behavior in the past, can be found through calculating the correlations among
e-shoppers [14].
In reality data changes from time to time in many areas, including the retail industry and the
financial sector. Therefore, the itemsets mined in these wide applications can present some
development trends. When the transaction database changes with time, dynamically increments,
some new frequent itemsets can appear, and some old frequent itemsets can disappear, which
induces the incremental mining. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed an efficient incremental
mining approach for frequently correlated, associated-correlated and independent patterns
synchronously by removing null transactions; which not only saves the mining time and memory
usages but also speeds up the overall mining process.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2, describes related works and the
motivation behind this research. Section 3, represents the problem formulation. Section 4, represents
our proposed approach and the ‘IACAI’ algorithm. In section 5 we devised some experimental
results. Conclusions are presented in section 6. In this paper we used the term ‘itemsets’ and
‘patterns’; ‘database’ and ‘datasets’ interchangeably.

2 Related Works and Motivations
2.1 Related Works
Many research works have been done in the field of correlated frequent pattern mining. Most of
them first generate frequent itemset then uses these frequent itemset to mine correlated patterns.
Including many of these algorithms are Apriori based [14, 15], for this reason is not scalable and
is impractical for many real-time scenarios. FP-growth mining algorithm [9], offers better
performance than Apriori algorithm as the former does not depend on candidate generation.
Also, the database is fully scanned just twice. However, FP-tree algorithm does not drop the so
called ‘null transactions’ for subsequent scanning of conditional databases. Also, when the
patterns are too long and redundant, it is impractical to construct a main- memory based FP-tree.
Algorithms based on mining maximal frequent itemsets performs better than FP-tree based
algorithms since, they avoid redundant patterns [16]. However, the maximal frequent itemset
mining does not give complete information on the frequent itemsets, unlike algorithms based on
closed frequent itemset mining. Also, they consider ‘null transactions’ for mining, which is
avoidable. The stream based algorithms uses FP-tree for representing all frequent itemsets which
is obtained by scanning all transactions, including null transactions [14, 17, 18]. Transactions
which contain just a single itemset can be avoided from the scheme of things even in stream data
since; it cannot help in representing any pattern. Zhun et al. [19] have proposed a modified FPtree which is built obviously by scanning every transaction including null transactions. This
approach however requires all transactions to be considered for mining. On the other hand,
Miccinski et al. [4], introduced three alternative interestingness measures, called any-confidence,
all-confidence and bond for mining associations for the first times ever.
Later on, Y.K Lee et al. [3, 11] used all-confidence to discover interesting patterns although
both of them defined a pattern which satisfies the given minimum all-confidence as a correlated
pattern. B. Liu et al. [2], used contingency tables for pruning and summarizing the discovered
correlations etc. In this paper, a new interestingness measure corr-confidence is proposed for
correlation mining. After that, Z. Zhou [1], mines all independent patterns and correlated
patterns synchronously in order to get more information from the results by comparing
independent patterns with correlated patterns. An effective algorithm is developed for
discovering both independent patterns and correlated patterns synchronously, especially for
finding long independent patterns by using the downward closure property of independence. In
the literature [13], Z. Zhou, combines association with correlation in the mining process to
discover both associated and correlated patterns. A new interesting measure corr-confidence is
proposed for rationally evaluating the correlation relationships. This measure not only has
proper bounds for effectively evaluating the correlation degree of patterns, but also is suitable
for mining long patterns.
Actually mining long patterns is more important because a practical transactional database
may contain a lot of unique items. However, these works built obviously by scanning every
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transaction including null transactions and most of them were static mining approach
and did not consider incremental mining approach.

2.2 Motivations and the Screening of the Null Transactions
A null transaction is a transaction that does not contain any item-sets being examined. Typically,
the number of null-transactions can outweigh the number of individual purchases because, for
example, many people may buy neither milk nor coffee, if these itemsets are assumed to be two
of the frequent itemsets. So, it is highly desirable to have a measure that has a value that is
independent of the number of null-transactions. A measure is null-invariant if its value is free
from the influence of null-transactions [9]. From the previous section we observed that a lots of
good works have been proposed and developed [1, 2, 4, 11, 13], but the performance degrades
drastically especially when the transactional datasets are sparse due to the presence of null
transactions.
Unfortunately, above mentioned works do not have the null-invariance property. Since, large
data sets typically have many null-transactions, it is important to consider the null-invariance
property when selecting appropriate interestingness measures for pattern evaluation. In this
proposed approach an attempt has been made to eliminate the null transactions thereby, attempting
to reduce the processing time for finding frequent k-itemsets. Finding null transactions and later
eliminating them from future scheme of things is the initial part of this proposed framework.
Consider for instance that, an electronic shop has 100 transactions of which, 40% are null
transactions. FP-tree method of mining or any other related method in that case would scan all the
100 transactions while, our proposed approach attempts to reduce the transactions to 60% by
considering just the valid 60 transactions after screening the 40 null transactions. This saves a lot of
precious computation time 9]. Besides, an attempt has been made to find null transactions by using
vertical data layout format [20]. It is quite possible to find the null transactions by finding those
transactions that don’t appear against any frequent single-itemset with this representation.

3 Problem Definition
In this section, we first define the problem of correlated, associated, associated- correlated and
independent patterns mining and then present some preliminary knowledge that will be used in
our algorithm adopted from literature [1, 13] et al. Suppose we have a transactional database DB
in table 1 the problem is that mining the complete set of correlated, correlated-associated and
independent pattern efficiently. In statistical theory, A1, A2 ....An are independent if ∀k and ∀1 ≤i1
2 ≤....<ik ≤n,
1.

If a pattern has two items, such as pattern AB, then,

2. If a pattern has more than two items, such as pattern X= {i1, i2...in}, then
(3)

From (2) and (3), we can see that ρ has two bounds, i.e. -1 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Let ô be a given
minimum corr-confidence, if pattern X has two items A, B and if |ρ (AB) | > ô, then X is called
a correlated pattern or A and B are called correlated with each other, else A and B are called
independent. If pattern X has more than two items, we define a correlated pattern and an
independent pattern as follows:
Definition 1: Correlated pattern- Pattern X is called a correlated pattern, if and only if there
exists a pattern Y which satisfies Y ⊆X and | ρ (AB) | > ô; where ô is a predefined value of ρ.
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Definition 2: Independent pattern- If pattern X is not a correlated pattern, then it is
called an independent pattern. Now we define the associated patterns.
Let T= {i1, i2, i3... im} be a set of m distinct literals called items and D is the set of variable
length transaction over T. Each transaction contains a set of items, {ij1+, ij2, ij3.... Ijk} ⊂T. Pattern
X is a subset of T. In table 1, DB indicates the original dataset and db indicates the incremental
part of the dataset. The interestingness measure all-confidence denoted by α of a pattern X can be
defined as follows:

Sup(X)
a(X) = _________________________________________ (4)
M ax_item_Sup(X)

Definition 3: Associated pattern- A pattern is called an associated pattern, if its allconfidence is greater than or equal to the given minimum all-confidence threshold.
Definition 4: Associated-correlated pattern- A pattern is called an associated-correlated
pattern if it is not only an associated pattern but also a correlated pattern. Let pattern X be an
associated-correlated pattern, then it must have two subsets A and B which satisfy the condition
that the sale of A can increase the likelihood of the sale of B.
Example 1. For the filtered transactional database in Table 3, we have α (AC) =3/4
and α (CE) = 3/4. We also have,
ρ(AC) =P(AC)− P(A)P(C) ⁄ P(AC)+ P(A)P(C)= 1/5 and
ρ (CE) =P(CE) – P(C) P(E) ⁄ P(CE)+ P(C) P(E)= 1/17
Let, the given minimum all-confidence set to be 0.35 and the given minimum corr-confidence
set to be 0.10, then both AC and CE are associated patterns. However, pattern AC is a correlated
pattern and pattern CE is an independent pattern. Therefore pattern AC is an associated-correlated
pattern and pattern CE is an associated but not correlated pattern.
Table 1. An incremental transactional database
TID
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Items

Part

A, B, C, F
C, D, E
A, C, D, E
A
D, E, G
B, D
B
A, C, E
F

DB

A, C, D
G
B, D, E

db+

4 Proposed Approach
4.1 Work Flow of the Proposed Approach and the ACAI Algorithm
We mine all frequent correlated, associated, associated-correlated and independent patterns in
two steps. First, we discover all frequent patterns using FP-growth [9], and then test whether
they are correlated, associated, associated-correlated and independent patterns or not based on
constraints defined by definition 1 through 4. For this we us two level pruning. For level 1
pruning we perform it by removing ‘null transaction’ and minimum support threshold. On the
other hand level 2 pruning is performed by the constraints defined by definitions 1 through 4.
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Fig. 1. Workflow of our proposed approach

The IACAI Algorithm
Input:i) An incremental transactional database ii) min_sup, iii) min_corr_conf, and
iv) min_all_conf.
Output: Complete set of frequently correlated, associated, associated-correlated and
independent patterns from that database.
Step-1: Scan the original dataset then remove ‘null transactions’ and 1infrequent itemsets.
1. Represent the dataset using vertical layout format.
2. Find & remove null transactions from the dataset.
3. Periodically scan the dataset to see the increment of new
transaction(s).
Step-2: Scan the filtered dataset and apply the modified FP-growth to generate
the frequent itemsets. Suppose X is a frequent itemset.
1. Prune frequent 1-itemssets.
2. If X has 2 or more items and S(X) ≥ min_sup X is a
frequent pattern. //Candidate patterns Step-3: Find the complete
set of frequent correlated, associated, associated-correlated
and independent patterns. Suppose X is a frequent pattern.
1. If (∂(X)>min_corr_conf)
X is a correlated pattern
2. Else If (|(α(X))|>min_all_conf ) X
is an associated pattern.
3. Else if (∂(X)>min_corr_conf &&|(α(X))|>all_conf)
X is an associated-correlated pattern
4. Else
X is an independent pattern.
Fig. 2. The

IACAI Algorithm.

4.2 An Example
Now, consider the vertical layout format representation of the same database given in table 2.
Here, transaction 10 and 50 are supposed to be the ‘null transactions’; also from table 1
transactions 40, 70 and 90 are null transactions and are already not been considered for mining.
In the incremental part TID 110 is also a null transaction. It is clear that, the null transactions
containing just 1-itemsets are not significant since these itemsets do not have contribution while
mining correlated patterns or association rule mining, hence, have been removed prior to
mining. Also, itemsets F and G do not satisfy the minimum support count of 2, and is hence,
avoided for mining.
For the ease of the reader we just showed the corresponding filtered transactional database
in table 3 of the original database given by table 1. Let, the given minimum all-confidence is set
to be 0.45 and the minimum corr-confidence is 0.10.The resultant FP-tree formed from the
dataset given in table 3 is shown in fig. 1.
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Table 2. Vertical layout format of the example database
Items

TID Sets

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

10, 30, 80, 90
60, 100
20, 30, 80, 90
20, 30, 50, 60, 90, 100
20, 30, 50, 80, 100
10
50

Since, our objective is to mine frequently correlated patterns family; hence intentionally we
avoided the details of mining frequent patterns from the FP-tree. It is to be noted that, our
proposed algorithm will not consider transactions 10, 40, 50 and 70 while scanning the dataset
(Table 2) for the second time to construct the FP-tree since, they are null transactions.
The figure 2 shows the formal algorithm of our proposed work and fig 3 shows the support
count of 1-itemsets and resultant FP-Tree. And table 4 shows the resultant frequent patterns
with their corresponding supports. And we applied the constraints defined by definition 1
through 4 to mine the correlated, associated, associated-correlated and independent patterns and
have shown in figure 4.
Table 3. The Filtered Database of the original database presented in table 1
TID

Items

20
30
60
80
100
120

C, D, E
A, C, D, E
B, D
A, C, E
A, C, D
B, D, E

Fig. 3. Support count of 1-itemsets and resultant FP-Tree
Table 4. Frequent patterns and their support from the FP-Tree
Frequent Pattern
AC
AD
AE
BD
CD

Support

Frequent Pattern

3
2
2
2
3

CE
DE
ACD
ACE
CDE

6

Support
3
3
2
2
2

Fig 4. Correlated, Associated, Associated-correlated and Independent Patterns

5 Experimental Results
All programs are written in Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 running on Windows XP. And the
Hardware configuration is as follows: Processor-Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz, Main memory-4GB,
and Hard disk space-500GB. Our experiments were performed on real data sets as shown in
Table VI. Gazelle comes from click-stream data from http://gazelle.com and pumsb is obtained
from http://www.almaden.ibm.com. On the other hand the Connect-4 dataset has been
downloaded from website http://rchive.ics.uci.edu/.The gazelle is rather sparse in comparison
with pumsb, which is very dense so that it produces many long frequent itemsets even for very
high values of support. Table 5 shows the characteristics of these datasets.

Fig. 5. Characteristics of the datasets. ** Here, ATL is average & MTL is
max transaction length.
We compared our results with existing algorithms [1, 4, 13]. We not only mined the frequent
correlated patterns but also mine correlated, associated, associated-correlated and independent
patterns synchronously. We named the algorithm presented at [1] as LAP2; LAP1 for [13]
respectively; and CoMine for [4]. In the first experiment we observed the execution time of our
IACAI algorithm on Connect-4 datasets (Fig. 6). In the second experiment we performed the
execution time comparison between our IACAI algorithm, LAP1 [13] and CoMine algorithm [4]
respectively. Fig 7(a) compared the execution time between CoMine and IACAI algorithm; on the
other hand Fig 7(b) compared the execution time between our IACAI and LAP1. In the third
experiment, we observed the execution time with change of min_corr_conf and min_sup (Fig 8(a));
and with change of min_all_conf and min_sup (Fig 8(b)) respectively on Connect-4 dataset. In both
cases our IACAI algorithm outperforms LAP2.

Fig 6. Runtime with change of min. corr-confidence and min. all-confidence on

Connect-4 with min_sup=0.1%
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Fig. 7. Run time with change of a) min_sup on Gazelle b) min_ sup on Pumsb dataset; where
min_sup=0.1%.

Fig. 8. a) Runtime with change of min_corr_conf & min_sup b) min_all_conf & min_sup on Connect-4.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an efficient “IACAI algorithm” that effectively mines the correlated,
associated-correlated and independent patterns synchronously from an incremental transactional
database. It also reduces the execution time as well as memory usages by removing ‘null
transactions’. Experimental results show the correctness and scalability in terms of increasing
load. We also showed how correlated pattern mining can be performed on top of an
implementation of the FP-growth algorithm.
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